
Benefit from  
collective  
leadership wisdom

Freshen up and bring 
currency to your  
perspective

Supercharge your  
leadership perspective

Maximise your  
impact and influence

WHEN?

The first program is delivered  
July - October 2021  

Registration is open now!

WHERE?

In keeping with these 
COVIDSafe times, the  

course is delivered virtually 
and securely via CISCO  

Webex

PROCESS?

A tailored program that 
helps you create, acquire, 

and transfer new knowledge 
in a way that influences 
behaviour and reflects  

new insights

WHY?

Leadership keeps coming up 
in discussion, especially in  
the context of support for  

new and emerging leaders.
Barrington Centre believes  

this can be addressed 

 WHAT?

The Peer Advisory League (PAL) 
is a coordinated and structured 

mentoring program that gives you 
access to the best minds and  

the best people

WHAT’S IN IT FOR  
YOU, YOUR TEAM AND  
YOUR ORGANISATION?

Develop your organisational 
leadership skills to help 

others develop theirs

Peer  
Advisory  
League
An Innovative Leadership  
Mentoring Program

Are you an innovator  
or early adopter? 
Then we want you to join us.

Be part of the change.  
Help us change the  
leadership discourse.

CLICK TO REGISTER

A coordinated and structured 
mentoring program connecting  

up-and-coming leaders with  
the best minds in leadership.

WHO?

This is the program for you  
if you are in striking 

distance of your senior 
leadership role or within 12 

months of commencing a 
senior leadship role

https://barringtoncentre2021.as.me/PAL


Develop Your Skills  
To Help Others  
Develop Theirs

“I am really wanting to engage in 
external mentoring so I have a broader 
perspective across different sectors”
— ESTA

“There’s lots of short programs around  
mentoring but none have good robust 
measures. I’d like to enrol in a program 
that includes measures of change over 
a longer timeframe”
— Court Services Victoria 

“Peer connection, learning from  
experts and stretching the  
experiences of my Direct Reports  
are key to their success”
— DELWP

2| BASELINE TESTING
(JULY 2021)

• Measures identified for individual  
program goals

4| POST PROGRAM TESTING
(OCTOBER 2021)

• Identifying changes made and progress 
with goals

3| MONTHS 1-3
(JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER 2021)

• Part 1: Online Modules
• Part 2: Meetings with Mentor
• Part 3: Individual and Syndicate Activities

5| FORUM DELIVERABLES AND  
SYNDICATE PRESENTATIONS

(OCTOBER 2021)

PAL — July to October 2021

PAL fine tunes our leadship  
thinking paradigm by:

1| OPENING OF PROGRAM

• Opening Forum

• Keynote Speaker

• Objectives

• Overview

• Outcomes

• Structure

• Meet Syndicate Members

• Meet Mentors

13 July 2021

“We live in worlds our questions create”
— David Cooperrider

This enables us to always deal with different contexts

This leadership style allows us to see patterns, not problems

PAL values questions, not answers

PAL focuses on sense-making

PAL encourages pattern intelligence
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The key objective of PAL is for Participants to 
‘learn to manage yourself effectively, and you’ll be 
positioned to help people on your team and your 
Organisation manage themselves better – for the 
benefit of all’.

CLICK TO REGISTER

https://barringtoncentre2021.as.me/PAL

